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K ABSTRACT

Sample radiation maps selected from the Tiros II Radiation Data

Catalog, Vol. 1, are examined in order to evaluate their representative-

ness and limitations. The difficulties encountered in the examination

of the data for Channel 1 (6.0 to 6.5L) are described. The averaged

catalog data for Channel 2 (8 to 1
2

p) are compared with the synoptic

situation, the actual measurements, and the calculated values of the

intensity in the zenith direction. A general discussion of the radiative

budget of the troposphere and its relationship to the upward flux at

...... . the tropopause is also presented.
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AN EXAMINATION OF SOME TIROS II RADIATION DATA

AND RELATED STUDIES

I INTRODUCTION

In an earlier studyI* of the present project, semi-theoretical

methods were employed to calculate the vertically directed upward in-

tensities of radiation at the top of the atmosphere and the contributions

to these intensities by the atmosphere, earth, and clouds. The purpose

of the study was to illustrate the variations in the upward intensities

resulting from different meteorological conditions existing in the

atmosphere. The calculations, covering a period of varying weather at

Omaha, Nebraska, were made for spectral intervals of 6.0 to 6.5 and

8 to 12•. These intervals closely correspond to the bandwidths of

Channels 1 and 2, respectively, of the Tiros II medium-resolution

radiometer. A full discussion of the methods used in the calculations

and the analyses of the results was presented in Scientific Report No.

1 under the current contract.

The tasks which were accomplished during the later phases of the

project are described in this Final Report. The discussions are pre-

sented in two parts. The first (Sec. II) is concerned with the examina-

tion and evaluation of some sample Tiros II radiation measurements.

The second part (Sec. III) consists of a general discussion of the

tropospheric radiative heat budget and its relationship with the upward

flux at the tropopausc.

R
References are listed at the end of this report.



II THE EXAMINATION AND EVALUATION OF

SOME TIROS II RADIATION DATA

A. General

A problem posed by the large quantity of data provided by the Tiros

II radiation experiments is that of finding a convenient form for the

presentation and use of the data. The normal course of action would be

to average the numerous measurements by techniques or methods that might

be dictated by the use intended for the data. One such presenLation is

the series of radiation maps in the Tiros II Radiation Data Catalog,

Vol. I, which was prepared by the staff members of the Aeronomy and

Meteorology Division, Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA, and the
- :I Meteorological Satellite Laboratory, USWB. The averaged radiation data

in the catalog are presented in two map forms, One is a low-resolution

map based on large amounts of data (about 50-minutes time span) averaged

at grid points on a hemispheric polar stereographic base. The other is

a high-resolution map on which data for about a five-minute time span

are fitted to a finer mesh grid by use of a revised JNWP objective

analysis technique,

In an effort to evaluate the limitations and representativeness of

averaged quantiLics in an interpretative application, samples of the

radiation maps presented in the catalog were examined. The averaged

catalog data were used since, apart from the bulk of the original data,

they represent the only source of satellite radiation measurements that,

at the present time, are readily available in a form convenient for wide

use. Because of the limited nature of the project, no extensive inter-

pretive study of the data was attempted and measurements of only two of

the five channels of the Tiros II radiometer were considered,

The selection of the data for the study was based on the following

considerations: (1) measurements should be for the continental U.S.

where supporting meteorological data are relatively dense and easily

obtained; (2) satellite observations should be near the observation times

of the meteorological data; and (3) the synoptic weather situation should
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be such that various degrees of cloud cover were present, These re-

quirements were well met by the data selected for the study--namely,

the data from a portion of Orbit 74 on 28 November 1960.

B. Discussions of Channel 1 (6.0 to 6.S5)

The results of the examination of data from Channel 1 proved to be

rather disappointing. Without further study beyond the scope intended

for the present evaluation, no conclusive results were obtained. How-

ever, it may be of interest to note the factors leading to the diffi-

culties encountered in the study of the Channel 1 data.

(1) Perhaps the most significant factor was the small

amount of energy that is accepted by the sensors

of Channel 1. In addition, these amounts vary only 72

slightly in absolute magnitude for a wide range of

meteorological conditions in the atmosphere. The

result is that it is difficult to establish any

consistent relationship between the distribution of

the measured radiation values and the synoptic

situation.

(2) Wark2 has shown that the effects of limb darkening were

greater for Channel I than for Channel 2. However,

limb darkening effects did not account for some of the

inconsistencies in the distribution of the observed

radiation values.

(3) The large part of the total radiant energy measured

within the spectral limits of Channel 1 is due to the

upward emission by the water vapor in the atmosphere.

Thus for proper interpretation of the Channel 1 data,

it is necessary to have information on the distribution

of atmospheric moisture. In the present case, such

information was generally inadequate for levels higher

than 400 ab.
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(4) Although the magnitudes of the measured radiation

in both the tabulated listing of the original

data and the averaged radiation map appear reasonable,

there is some uncertainty in the representativeness of

differences between the discrete values (0.25, 0.37,

0.50, etc. watts/meter 2) adopted in the tabulation.

Furthermore, the averaged values presented in the

radiation map show no variations in the intervals be-

tween isopleths, which means that the values increase

or decrease (albeit in small amounts) in "steps" at

the isopleths. The reliability and significance both

of the absolute magnitudes presented in the tabulations,

and of the variations, as shown by the mapped patterns

of the averaged radiation, are difficult to assess.

Obviously, the low amounts of measured energy contribute

to this problem.

(5) A comparison (see Fig. 1) of the averaged and actual

measurements for Channel I showed that the magnitudes

of the actual data were not well represented by the

averaged values and while some of the variations of

both sets of data were in phase, others were not.

These results are again manifestations of the small

amounts of energy being measured in Channel 1.

C. Discussions of Channel 2 (8 to 121,)

1. Comparison of Tiros Ii Data with a Nephanalysis

A high-resolution radiation map for Channel 2, Orbit 74, from

the Tires II radiation Data Catolog is shown in Fig. 2. The map repre-

sents measurements taken over the western half of the U.S. during the

*

Some difficulties were encountered in the initial data processing due
to low signal-to-noise ratio (F. 1|. Valovcin, private communication).
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period from about 1210Z to 1218Z, 28 November 1960. Superimposed on

the radiation map is an analysis of the synoptic cloud distribution for

120OZ on the same day. The cloud data for the analysis were obtained .4

from the surface synoptic data presented in the U.S. Weather Bureau's

Northern Hemisphere Data Tabulations. These were further supplemented

by the cloud information contained in WBAN 10 A's and B's for the

stations not listed in the Data Tabulations, In making the analysis,

the reported cloud amounts were arbitrarily divided into three classi-

fications and represented in Fig. 2 as: clear (unshaded area), no

clouds; scattered (hatched area), one- to four-tenths cloud cover;

and broken (shaded area), five-tenths-to-overcast cloud cover.

Earlier comparisonsM4,00 of Tiros II and III radiation data

with nephanalysis have already shown the relatively good correlation

between the distribution patterns of the measured radiation for Channel

2 and the large-scale cloud distributions. The comparison in Fig. 2

is presented in order to point out other interesting features of this

particular case and to indicate some areas which seem to warrant further

investigation.

As in the other studies, the large-scale cloud distribution

in Fig. 2 compares remarkably well with the distribution patterns of

the averaged radiation values. In general, the low radiation values

encompass the areas of broken-to-overcast cloud cover, the higher values

encompass the clear areas, and areas of scattered cloudiness coincide

with the transitional area between the high and low values of measured

radiation.

Fritz and Winston"M found that over a brotid area, low radiation

values represented by the isotherm for an equivalent black-body tempera-

ture of 2500X generally encompassed most of the rain area, In the present

case, this was true over North and South Dakota and Nebraska where the

stations in the area enclosed by the "26" isopleth reported continuous

snowfall at map time. The heaviest snowfall was reported at Huron,

South Dakota, just to the south of the center of the lowest values.
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Over the Pacific Ocean, however, only two of the thirteen ships in the

cloud area from 30ON to 40'N reported any precipitation and, in both

cases, it was of the convective type (showers). The reported cloud

types for the area were thick and thin As, So, and Cu. No precipitation

was reported by the stations in the broken-to-overcast cloud-cover area

in Oregon and Washington, but both high (Cs) and dense middle clouds

(double-layered or thick Ac or Ac with As and/or Ns) were generally

reported by the stations in the area.

A point of interest is the area of clear skies extending in

a southwesterly direction from the California coast just to the north

of the San Francisco Bay region and a similar area of a northwest-

southeast direction at the California-Oregon border. In the initial

cloud analysis based on only the published surface reports and inde-

pendent of the radiation map, the broken-to-overcast cloud area was

drawn so that its border extended down the middle of Washington, Oregon,

and California to about 35'N and then out over the ocean, Supplementary

WBAN 10 A and B cloud data then suggested the clear and scattered cloud

areas included in Fig. 2. In the final analysis, the boundaries of the

clear areas were suggested by the distribution patterns of the radiation

values and were drawn as shown in Fig. 2. It might be noted that

Farallone Island, which is just outside of the entrance to San Francisco

Bay, and a ship at 37*N, 126.5W reported "clear" and "one-tenth or less"

cloudiness, respectively.

The following comments are pertinent to the present discussions:

(1) Although the cloud cover has been analyzed without

violating any of the reported synoptic data and

is consistent with the patterns of radiation values,

the analysis still needs confirmation by some ether

method such as satellite cloud pictures or good

albedo measurements. Unfortunately, no pictures

were available for the case being presented and the

study of albedo measurements was not a part of the

present work.

8



(2) If the cloud analysis as presented in Fig. 2 is

correct, then it would appear that additional

studies along the same line should be made in

an endeavor to establish some criteria by which

a nephanalysis might be made from the radiation

maps. If this can be accomplished, the radiation

data would be useful for determining nighttime

and "silent area" cloud cover and, in absence of

piclures, for making a more detailed cloud analysis

than perhaps can be done from the reported synoptic

data,

(3) An example of the type of criteria that might be

established from additional studies is the re-

lationship between the areas of precipitation and

the area enclosed by particular isopleths on

radiation maps. It is interesting to note that

not all cloud areas enclosed by the "26" isopleth

in Fig. 2 reported precipitation. On the other

hand, the precipitation areas coincident with the

"25-26" isopleth in both this study and that of

Fritz and Winston 3 were located over relatively

low and flat terrain on the eastern side of

mountain ranges (i.e., the Rocky Mountains and

the Appalachian-Blue Ridge Mountains).

The relationship between the radiation patterns and the cloud

distributions in the Rocky Mountain states is more difficult to interpret

because of the effects of the high mountain ranges. For instance, one

is tempted to assign the low radiation values just to the west of Denver

(DEN) to the broken-to-overcast cloud cover. However, the cloud analysis

is based on one station (Fraser) reporting eight-tenths cloud cover,

and it would be difficult to say whether the low radiation values were

due to the clouds or the presence of the high mountains in the area.

9



In the clear-sky area, most of the radiant energy measured

in Channel 2 is from the ground surface and therefore should be related

to the radiation temperature of the surface. No evaluation of a relation- A

ship could be made because of the lack of pertinent surface data. How-

ever, Fritz and Winston found that the equivalent black-body temperatures

of the measured radiation were close to the air temperatures measured

in the shelter under cloudless conditions. While no direct comparison

between equivalent temperatures and the reported screen-height air

temperatures were made in the present study, some parallels were found

between their distribution in the cloudless areas. For example, starting

with the high radiation values off the coast of Southern California and

going eastward along the 34 0 N latitude circle, the following surface

air temperatures were reported: 560 to 630 F over the ocean, 450 to 47 0 F

at the coastal stations, 310 to 37 0 F along central and southern parts

of Arizona and New Mexico, and 370 to 40 0 F in the area of the high

radiation values in eastern New Mexico and Texas. A look at the distri-

bution of the radiation values along the same line shows the highest

values over the ocean, decreasing eastward to the coast where a relatively

sharp decrease occurs, then a continual but more gradual decrease to

about the Arizona-New Mexico border, from which there is an increase to

the high values in eastern New Mexico and Texas.

Other areas that show similar relationships are in northern

Nevada where the "dashed 30" isopleth covers the area with stations

reporting temperatures of 80 to 150 F and in southeast Montana where

temperatures of 2' to 70 F were reported by the stations within the

"dashed 26" isopleth. Likewise, the "troughs" in southern Utah and

Colorado sust reflect the colder temperatures of mountain ranges--in

this case, the Wasatch Mountains in Utah, and the Sangre de Cristo and

San Juan ranges In Colorado and Now Mexico.

2. Comparison of the Averaged and Actual Tiros II Data

A comparison of the averaged and actual data was made in order

to see how well the averaged data represented the actual measurements,

and to determine the degree of "smoothing" resulting from the particular

10



averaging technique used in the data catalog. Data taken froma along

the track designated in Fig. 2--i.e., LAX-LAS-GJT-DEN-LBF--was used

for the purposes of the comparison, The reasons for this selection

are: (1) the track runs very closely to the sub-satellite path of

Orbit 74, thus involving data of minimum nadir angle; (2) a cross-

section, which is discussed in the next section, was drawn along the

designated line; (3) the synoptic conditions along the track ranged

from clear skies to overcast; and finally (4) a plot of the original

data showed the locations of the viewed points to be most reliable near

the sub-satellite path.

The averaged and actual values along the track were determined

independently. The averaged values were obtained directly from the

radiation map presented in the data catalog. The actual data were first

plotted on a map from a tabulated listing. When the plotted values were

within about 25 to 30 miles of the track, they were used directly. At

distances greater than 25 to 30 miles from the track, two readings (one
S

on each side of the track) of a given sweep were averaged and the mean

was assumed to be valid at the sub-satellite point. The two resulting

curves, one representing the averaged data, the other the actual, are

shown in Fig. 3. An idea of the distance between successive viewing

sweeps of the radiometer may be obtained from the horizontal distance

between the individual "points" on the curve of the actual data. The

average horizontal distance between "points" was found to be about 20

mi les.

An examination of the curves in Fig, 3 shows that the average

curve fits the actual curve very well. Judging from the curves, it

appears that the averaged values generally are representative of areas

of no less than about 100, or perhaps 150, miles square. There is some

suggestion by the curve presented in Fig. 3 that some of the oscillation

smoothed over by the averaging technique used in the data catalog may be

significant. For example, at Denver (DEN), it would not be unreasonable

to interpret the lower values represented by the "trough" of the actual

curve as the resultant radiation of the higher mountains. The following

11
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the clear skies in the area (see Fig, 2) and the warmer radiating

temperatures of the lower plains. Further east, the lower radiation

values can then be attributed to the overcast cloud cover near LBF.

The general trend is indicated by the average curve, but it does not

contain enlough detail to make the analysis as described. The deter-

mination of the scale of the significant oscillations of the radiation

data, especially in terms of synoptic features, is an area that needs

fur ther study.

it is conceivable that the individual values of the actual

data may well represent the real fluctuations resulting from, say, a

cold mountain peak and a warmer neighboring valley. However, the

utility of detailed individual values is doubtful because of other

uncertainties, such as the location of the viewed area. In addition,

it would be difficult to confirm such small-scale interpretations with

the general synoptic data presently available.

3. Comparison of Tiros II Radiation Data with Computed Upward

Intensities

In this section, the measured radiation values are compared

with the calculations of the vertically directed upward intensities at

the top of the atmosphere. The methods of calculation were discussed

in detail in Scientific Report 11 and will be reviewed here only briefly.

The total upward intensity, ITY of a spectral band emerging

from the top of the atmosphere under clear sky conditions may be ex-

pressed as

p 10

I IAp + fX [BX(T) t(X)]dX

T APPA)
p 

1
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U

where I Is the contribution by each atmospheric layer of thickness

Ap to the total intensity T IS(T) is the specific intensity of the

black-body radiation at the temperature T of the earth's surface, ands
Ss (X) is the wavelength-dependent monochromatic transmissivity of the

atmosphere from the earth's surface where p = pop to the assumed effective

top of the atmosphere--i.e., where p = 10 ob. Under overcast conditions,

the atmospheric contributions are summed from the level of the cloud tops

to p = 10 mb, and the contribution from the earth's surface is replaced

by the black-body radiation from the cloud top. In the case of partial

cloudiness, IT was determined for clear and overcast conditions and then

weighted according to the amount of cloud cover present.

The calculations of IT wore made for the spectral interval,

8 to 12p, which corresponds approximately to Channel 2 of the Tiros II

radiometer. The total atmospheric transmissivity for the interval was

assumed to result from (1) weak line absorption in the interval 8 to

10p by the neighboring 6.3p vibration-rotation band, and (2) continuous

absorption throughout the 8-to-12q interval by the "wings" of the very

strong lines at the peaks of the 6. 3Qi band and the rotational band.

The weak line transmissivities were determined from the experimental

results of Howard, Burtch, and Williams. 7 The transmissivities resulting

from the continuous absorption were evaluated from the absorption co-

efficionts given by Elsasser.''

The meteorological data for the calculations were taken from

the U.S. Weather Bureau's Northern Hemisphere Data Tabulation. The lack

of data on the moisture content of the upper tropospheric levels and the

stratosphere necessitated an extrapolation of all the mixing ratio

soundings from 400 to 200 mb. This was accomplished by first plotting

the available mixing ratio values for 500, 4150, and 400 mb on a semi-

log graph, and then fitting a smooth curve such that the curve terminated

at 200 mh with a value of 0.008 g/kg. A model distribution of the

stratospboric water vapor, which was adopted for use in the earlier

study, was also used here for the 'egion from 200 to 10 mb.

14



A cross section of the meteorological conditions along the

track shown in Fig. 2 (LAX-LAS-GJT-DEN-LBF-STC) is presented in Fig.

4(b). As mentioned earlier, the track closely parallels the sub-

satellite path of Orbit 74 of Tiros I1. Cloud data were obtained from

the Data Tabulation and from WEAN 10 A's and B's. Good estimates of

cloud-base heights were available from these sources, but the more

important data on the height of cloud tops were completely lacking.

Consequently, cloud-top heights were estimated on the basis of the

meteorological soundings and the reported cloud types. The clouds and

their amounts (N) are presented in schematic form in Fig. 4(b).

The results of the intensity calculations, which were made

for the stations designated along the bottom of the cross section, are

shown in Fig. 4(a). The averaged radiation measurements for the cross

section, evaluated previously (see Fig. 3), are also included in Fig.

4(a). Both the measured and computed values have been normalized for

comparison and are presented in terms of percentages of their mean

values.

A comparison of Figs. 4(a) and (b) shows that the largest

changes in the curve of the averaged catalog data occur when there is

a significant change in the larger-scale synoptic features. This is

illustrated in the area of clear skies between LAX (Los Angeles) and

GJT (Grand Junction). Starting with lAX, the radiation values drop

rather sharply over the colder areas (less radiation) of the coastal

mountain ranges and the inland valleys. The next large decrease occurs

at the edge of the higher and still colder mountain area between LAS

(Las Vegas) and GJT. In between the relatively large drops, the curve

is uniform over the smaller valleys and ridges of the mountain ranges.

This again serves to illustrate the need to determine the scale to which

the radiation measurements can be reliably applied.

The plot of the computed values of the vertically directed

upward intensities in Fig. 4(a) fit the general trend of the averaged

curve fairly well. Under clear-sky conditions, the total upward in-

tensity IT [see Eq. (I)] at the top of the atmosphere for the 8-to-12pL

15
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band consists mostly of the transmitted black-body radiation from the

earth's surface. Therefore it should give some indication of the

earth's radiation temperature which, in the calculations, was assumed to

be equivalent to the reported shelter-height air temperature. In the

discussion of the previous section it was noted that the averaged radia-

tion measurements in the clear sky also tended to reflect the trends in

the distributions of the reported shelter temperatures. Thus it can be

expected that under cloudless conditions, the computed and measured

values will both show the same general trend. The same would be true

for overcast conditions if the cloud layer(s) could be assumed to be

black and if the effective radiation temperature could be estimated

wiLth sufficient accuracy.

It is interesting to note that the computed values for clear

sky and partial cloudiness (N ý 0.3) tend to be slightly closer but

higher than the averaged measured values, whereas for overcast conditions

aLl the computed values are Lower. A discrepancy between the radiation

data and the computed values is noted at STC (St. Cloud). The curve

of the averaged data does not extend to the station, but the actual data

curve in Fig. 3 indicates the trend to be increasing from LBF (North

Platte) to STC, whereas the computed values show a decrease. The dis-

crepancy probably results from an incorrect estimate of the cloud-top

height in the calculations. The higher values of the actual radiation

data indicate that the cloud tops were lower (warmer radiation tempera-

tures) than assumed. This example underlines the need for adequate data

on cloud-top heights for radlintion studies.
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III COMMENTS ON THE TROPOSPHERIC RADIATIVE BUDGET

FOR OMAHA, NEBRASKA, 12-16 MARCH 1957

This section contains an evaluation of some properties of the

tropospheric radiative budget that are of general interest for heat

budget studies, The computations of the net long-wave flux divergences,

based on the Elsasser chart, have been presented in a previous report.,

That report also outlines a procedure for computing the absorption of

solar radiation by lho troposphere for various conditions of cloudiness

and surface albodo. Details of the solar calculations for Omaha have

been described by Viezee."o Since the conclusions concerning the radia-

tive budget are based on a study at a single locality at one time of the

year, their general applicability to all heat-budget studies must be

viewed with reservation.

A. Local Variations of the Tropospheric Radiative Budget

With the exception of the surface layer, the tropospheric long-wave

rad•ative cooling undergoes negligible diurnal variations. Significant

variations in the radiative cooling are associated with changing sky

conditions. l)uring the period of the case study, below-average radiative

cooling in the troposphere as a whole was associated with the high clouds,

whereas above-average cooling occeurred wi the thlick, low clouds. A

smaller contribution to the varlahility arises f rinO significant changes

in the distribulion of temperature and moisture.

"The tropospheric solar heating follows a pronounced cycle from sun-

rise to sunset. Superposed on the diurnal variations due to a change in

solar zeal il angle are the effects of cLoudiness. Reflective high clouds

tend to reduce the total solar heating, whereas low, thick cloudis can

increase significantly the total solar heating, especially near Local

noon. 'PThus, the effect of clouds on the tropospheric solar heating is

similar to the effect of clouds on the tropospheric long-wave cooling.

Tn addition, variations of solar heating are induced by changes in

mno isltuei .
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The long-wave cooling minus the solar heating yields the net

radiative cooling. During nocturnal hours the tropospheric net radiative

cooling is identical with the long-wave cooling, but during the day there

is a pronounced reduction of the net cooling due to the absorption of

short-wave solar radiation. Within the time period examined for Omaha,

the maximum solar heating near local noon balanced the long-wave cooling

on clear days and exceeded the long-wave cooling on cloudy days. H1ow-

ever, for the total time period between sunrise and sunset a net cooling

was evident. Over a complete 24-hour period with overcast skies, the

net radiative cooling was only slightly larger than that during clear

skies. This suggests that no serious underestimate of the average

tropospheric cooling is made by neglecting clouds covering half or less

of the sky. When only nocturnal periods are considered, the cloudiness

is more significant to the total cooling.

Thu net radiative cooling in the troposphere is mut directly deducible

firom a measure such as the upward long-wave flux leaving the troposphere,

but for any particular time of day some relationship in the patterns of

the two quantities might be anticipated. During daylight hours the net

radiative cooling varies in proportion to the solar heating, while during

the night the net cooling is steady and less responsive to synoptic

changes than the outgoing flux. Both the outgoing flux and the net

radiative coo ling, taken from the Omaha stqply, are illustrated for two

localoi tiWes in Table I, At miidafternoon on four consecutive days with

both clear and cloudy skies the smallest outgoing long-wave flux was

assoulated with the smallest tropospheric radiative cooling (actually a

net heating). However, during clear skies at the same time of day the

largest not cool.lg occnitroed in the drier air rather than in the air

mass w th the largest outgoing long-wave flux. For 2100 CST on four

consecutive nights the largest outgoing long-wave flux was associated

with the smallest tropospheric cooling, but no clear-cut relationship

is obtained by grouping all four days together. The clearest relation-

ship at both local times is demonstrated by separating the two cleor

(lays from the two overcast (lays. Then it is apparent that during
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overcast conditions the smallest outgoing flux is associated with the

smallest net cooling, while during clear skies, the smallest outgoing

flux is associated with the largest net cooling.

Table I

TROPOSPHERIC OUTGOING LONG-WAVE FLUX (F0

vs. TOTAL NET RADIATIVE COOLING (zSET),

[2-16 MARCH 1957, OMAHA, NEBRASKA

-2 -lr-I

(Entries are in cal cmii (3 hr)

1500 CST 2100 CST
Date Sky T F0 I AT Sky F0 '1-'"T

I----I

12 March CLEAR 67 3.5 CLEAR (.1 CIT) 62 26.0

13 March OVCST (HIGH) 34 -11.5 OVCST 35 30.0

II March OVCST + PRECIP, '13 -0.0 OVCST I- PRECIP 42 34.5

15 March CLEAR (1DRY) 55 9.0 CLEAR 57 32.0

]3. Average Energy Loss vs. Energy Loss for Average Conditions

Since stuidies of the huat budget of the atmosphere usually involve

extended pertIods of time and sizable surfaice areas, it is frequen tly

necessary to deal with average radiativ cotnditiotns. In computational

studieu it is colinvenient to appioximaat the average radiative cooling

by first describing the average distributiton of moteorological variables,

and then calcnulating the radiative cooling for the avueage conditions.

Thu case study for Oiaha providth anu opportunity to compare the average

ol colmpultations or instnuLtanuous radijtive cooling with the computations

of radiative cooling for' thu atVel'agpC distributions of temperature, moisture,

and cloudinesS over the euti re 3-I/2-day period. This test also corres-

pond(s to a comparisoun of the average of radiative comlputations at many

localiticsm on a fixed latidude with the radiative computations based on

the average meteorological conditions for all localities.
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With the mean profiles of temperature and mixing ratio for the

entire period, the not long-wave flux divergence (cooling) and the

not rate of solar absorption (heating) in the troposphere were first

obtained for clear skies, Four cloud models were selected to represent

the cloudiness during the period. Each cloud type was treated as an

overcast occurring with the mean temperature and moisture distributions.

Calculations for each sky condition were weighted by that fraction of

the total time period represented by the sky condition. Of the four

model clouds, only two occurrred diring the daylight hours. All of the

calculations of solar absorption (for the mean moisture distribution)

were based on a mean zenith angle for the day. The reflectivity and

absurptiviLy of daytime ceouds were adopted from an earlier study. I

In addition to the calculations with four cloud types, both the

long-wave cooling and short-wave heating were determined for average •1

conuitlions by a hypothetical. single-cloud representation of average

ctoudiness (i .e., an effective cloud with average base and top heights).

Results for the single effective cloud were not significantly different

in this rase from the more lengthy treatment of four cloud types. The

technique or using "average" clouds might best be improved by adopting

two ef'fective ctoudsl onle for tight and one for clay,

TaiLrt T. smnimariazes the vttmparisort of the irelual average tropospheric

radiative cooliling and the vndiativye cooe ing deduced from the average

meteorological conditions (using frrr u clou0d typos). The outstanding

feature of the complutations based oen the mean m;eteorological conditions

ix Iat they signilicantly overestimate the actual average rate of loss

O! eIonercgy. The everestimate rssults fiorot an exaggerated long-wave

cooling in conjuncti(n1 with a moio seruiousi rinderesli irate of the solar

neatiang. The bias is incceasesd by Lhe weighted inciusion of clouds.

Barritng ei)roes in cemputaL I (11, tiie bias mi•st testulIt from imliproper repre-

Slltatiot or ifverage e onditions anid actuim al differences between the average

radiative cooling ad tihe radi]ative cooling for average conditions. A

high degrec of celiability ca root be placed on tihe absolutoe ntagnitldes

al)ppartineg in Taboe 11, b, t h.i' [at LVV diIferenct's should be realistic.
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The large underestimate of the average solar heating rate arose

from the adoption of a single mean zenith angle for computations of the

average day. Ideally, a zenith angle should be selected so that the

corresponding solar heating rate agrees with the average daily heating

rate. However, even ior a given latitude and season, it is difficult

to describe uniquely a representative zenith angle for all conditions.

Obviously, the mean zenith angle adopted should have been smaller. The

most appropriate single angle appears to bc largest for clear and dry

conditions and smallest for cloudy conditions. Consequently, estimates

of the average solar heating rate from mean ronditions might best be

obtained by the more lengthy procedure of first computing absorption

rates at a number of equally spaced time- r&"ring the half-day, and then

averaging.

The overestimate of the long-wave cooling is most probably related

to the radiative properties of the mean .eorological conditions and

the manner in which clouds are included. 1" nart, the bias may be due

to a more rapid decrease in moisture aboxq the clouds in the mean sounding

than in the actual soundings associated with the clouds. Without a more

extensive study of a number of add>.t.ual cases, it is premature to

state definitively the size of the bias that is likely to result by es-

timating the average radiative cooling from computations with averaged

meteoi'logiven data. The Oinaha conditions may have represented an ex-

treme, so that lh: addition of several days could have reduced the bias.
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